


STEPS OF TACTICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Step 1: Beginners 
The general goal at this stage is to develop the basic tactical 

concepts of the game. Some specific tactical goals that should be 
learned at this stage are: 

A Consistency 
This concept is a combination of control and security. Since 

this is the basic tactical goal at ali stages, it should be leamed as 
soon as possible. Once the player is able to hit the ball, the coach 
should begin to emphasize consistency driLls (rallying between 
coach and student) where the student aims to pass the ball over 
the net 5, 10, 15, 20 times without missing. 

B Height 
This concept is used early by beginners to keep the opponent 

in the back court orto pass him when he is at the net. Students 
have to learn not only to play high balls but also low and waist 
height balls. Rallying between the coach and student is the best 
type of practice whereby the coa ch asks the pi ayer to hit one ba II 
to his feet, one to his body and the last one over his head but into 
the court. Multiple combinations of this type can be done. 

C Direction 
This is a basic tactical idea that should be used at ali stages. 

Players should learn to: 

di.red the ball to where they want (open court) 

retum the ball to the same spot and direct the ball to 
the opposite side 

change directions (eg. one to the forehand side and 
the next one to the backhand side) 

play to one side only (eg. four balls in a row to the 
backhand side) 

play "counter-step" (one ball to the forehand and two 
balls in a row to the backhand). 

Basket drills or rally drills with the coach are the best ways to 
practice basic direction skills with beginners. 

DDepth 
This ability is the last one in the first stage of tactical 

development. Players discover the importance of depth when it 
is better for them to keep their opponent in the back court or when 
they have to make him come into thenet area. Basket drills or rally 
drills with the coach are the best ways to practice basic depth 
skms with beginners. The coach, positioned in the middle of the 
court, gets the player to hit the first ball to hi.m, hitthe second close 
to the net and hit the last one to the back court. Multiple variations 
can be done. 

Step 2: Intermedia te 
The general tactical goal at this stage is to develop a series of 

basic tactical pattems for ali shots. Sorne specific tactical goals 
that should be leamed at this stage are: 

A Power 
As the player grows up he is able to hit more powerful shots 

(technical goal), but he has to know how to use this power 
in an appropriate way (tactical goal). The tactical uses of power 
a.re: .. To reduce ti.me of opponent response 

To attack 
To make winning shots 
To gain space of own court 
To change the rhythm. 
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The coach should teach the player to: 

Never hit the ball hard when he is in difficulty 

Hit the ball hard only when the ball is above net leve!, 
or when he is in advantage in the score. 

Basket drills, rallies with the coach or between players are the 
best ways to practice the tactical use of power. 

B Spin 
When the player is able to hit shots with spin (technicaJ goal), 

he has to know how to use them in ralliesand match play situations 
(tacticaJ goal). The tactical uses of spin are, amongst others, the 
following: 

control of power 

change of rhythm 

height and depth of the ball 

variety, surprise, etc. 

The coach should teach the player the proper use of spin: 

* high balls (topspin) 

easy low balls (topspin) 

difficult low balls (slice) 

medium-high balls (flat). 

Rallies with the coach and between players are the best ways 
to practice the tacticaJ use of spin. 

C Rhythm - pace 
Rhythm is the ability to control the cadence of the rally and 

the match. The players have to know how to control the "tempo" 
of the rallies. The tactical uses of rhythm are, amongst others: 

* control of the rally 

variety, surprise 

reduce time of opponent reaction. 

The coach should teach the player the correct use of 
rhythm: 

to change the rhythm in long rallies 

to maintain the rhythm against the players with ali 
court game 

to use the power, height and depth of the ball to 
change the rhythm. 

Rallies with the coach and between players are the best ways 
to practice the tactical use of rhythm. 

C Variety 
When the player is able to use al! the above basic tactical 

concepts, he has to combine them in an appropriate way. Variety 
is theability to mix up ali theseconcepts with a tactical goal. Make 
the player develop a style of play as complete as possible and 
without weaknesses. Rallies with the coach and between players 
are the best ways to practice the tactical use of variety (eg. by not 
hitting two similar shots in a row). 

D Basic tactical patterns 
At this stage of development, the coach has to teach a series of 

basic tactical patterns that are divided into patterns for shot use, 
patterns for court geometry and patterns for point play. 

Shot used: 
Serve: Serve slice open to the left box and to the centre of the 
right box, serve flat to the middle in both sides, serve top spin 
to the centre in the left box and open to the right box. 
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